
At the heart of every piece is the search for that tipping point - and stepping back - just before a 
canvas becomes sculpture. Ever present is the knowledge that gravity will begin its work the 
moment the piece is completed, taking its long turn in heavy silence. The process begins with a 
found object, things discarded, evidence, testimonies to what was. There are iterative pauses 
between layers; the canvas waits sometimes hours, sometimes days, weeks, or months. The 
shapes are never planned, nor the colors. It is a process of attention to lines and textures, a 
meditation on the form as it emerges.
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PROFILE

Jazmin Quill is a self taught artist who works with metal, acrylic impasto, glue, wax, pigment, 
sand, dirt, wood, and found objects. Her artwork shares an affinity with the art brut vein within 
abstract expressionism.

STATEMENT

BIO
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Born and raised in the bay area, Jazmin returned home to California after living almost a 
decade in the many green shades of England, and its misty grays and pinks at sunset. 

Now the sun now sets on the Pacific Ocean in all its orange grandeur. 
Now there is time for a little black dog and a  thunderous white cat. 
Now yellow light pours into an art studio out back through its wavy corrugated fiberglass roof.
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HISTORY

Artist-in-Residence at Stanford University, 2017 

As Artist-in-Residence, Jazmin Quill was prolific in the collections created and 
exhibited at Stanford University. She had one solo exhibit, one commission; two pieces 
were added to permanent campus collections. Alongside the creative work, Jazmin 
developed a program called Conversations in Creativity. She invited artists to campus 
and hosted intimate conversations with a handful of students. She interviewed each 
artist in - what might be called - a meditation on their art. The program was based on 
the notion that students benefit from connecting individuals who have listened to their 
own voice. Artists brought in their work and often demonstrated their practice, narrating 
their introspections all the while. Guests included world renowned artists who regularly 
show their work at Art Basel and local artists as well as curators.

EDUCATION

MSc, Organizational & Social Psychology, London School of Economics, England 
MA, Human Rights, University of Essex, England 
BA, Civil Rights History (and Literature Minor), U.C. Berkeley 
Counseling Psychology, Santa Clara University 
American Sign Language, Vista College; British Sign Language, Grey Friars College
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COLLECTIONS

I first leave the bicycle chains out to rust. They sit all-a-jumble in a low pan filled with water. I add water again 
when it evaporates, making sure to reach the odd strand whose oil hasn’t yet burned off. (The shiny ones seem 
reluctant to let go of their last ride with someone… somewhere, perhaps the roads through the mountains nearby, 
an infinity of green leaves.) I lift the tangle, now orange with corrosion. It loosens as I pull a chain free, then settles 
back into a heap. I love the shapes they choose for themselves. I always try to honor that as I lay the metal upon 
the canvas. Like shuffling the deck and pulling a card. Or rolling the dice. Fate. Random luck. As is our lives. But 
then you MAKE something out of that. Each piece becomes an individual response to that unique shape. (2016)
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This is an exhibit made of broken things. They were found broken, or I confess - some I break. With my 
spectacles, a bright light, and tiny tools, I open up old machines and retrieve pieces. Gears from a wind-up clock. 
A thermostat in an old greenhouse. A kitchen scale. I am amazed by things from before the time of batteries... 
the intricate ingenuity that we had not so long ago. I have an old tin that holds all the pieces so they can wait for 
the right canvas on the right day. (2016 - ongoing)

CORROSION

BROKEN

This collection is made entirely of brown paper, sand, and charcoal. The shapes appear, unplanned, as the paper 
is torn slowly. Figures somehow emerge from the fragments. Floating. Disconnected. A procession forms in the 
foreground and background. They become groups of people with some reason to be together, traveling, work, 
family members.... a moment in an elevator. They do not connect, but they share some circumstance that binds 
them for this moment, on this canvas. (2016 - ongoing)

FRAGMENTS
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COLLECTIONS, continued
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Wherever I can, I search out pieces from the past. Bits and bobs from machines we do not make anymore.  It 
strikes me that there was a specific amount of every piece of every gadget made. A real number. Unknowable 
now, of course. But a definable set. Most are lost. Some were used, for whatever purpose they had, though I 
rarely know what that was. When I pick the piece up, it is only because it catches my eye, on the ground or in a 
box of spare parts somewhere. There is one piece I came across in a box of old parts. It is wrapped in ancient 
paper, as old as the item itself, barely held shut by a piece of dry tape. I haven't used it. Instead, I placed it on the 
base of a copper lamp in my art studio. It sits there, a mystery, still wrapped tight. (2016)

ANACHRONISM

A commissioned artwork was installed at Stanford University and became part of Sweet Hall’s permanent 
collection. It emerged from the Fragments Collection. The piece is a triptych across which abstract figures move 
in wire-bound lines. They crisscross the three canvases in a long procession against the horizon, cast in sand 
beneath an orange sky. (2017)

PROCESSION II

This collection is made from torn book pages. Each belonged to a book that has, at some point in time, been 
banned. It begins with Catcher in the Rye, with pages spread across five canvases. Each canvas has wire rods 
that do not occlude the text. The rods reach beyond the edge and connect each canvas to the next, atop and 
beneath. The Catcher in the Rye pentaptych showed in a solo exhibition at Stanford University and is in a 
permanent installation on campus. (2017)

CATCHER IN THE RYE / FROM THE BANNED BOOKS SERIES
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EXHIBITIONS

Banned Books (solo exhibition) Sweet Hall, Stanford University, 2017 

Procession II (commissioned work) Sweet Hall, Stanford University, 2017 

The Corrosion Collection  Private Showing, Vienna, Austria, 2017 

The Broken Collection   The Old Firetruck House at Stanford, 2016 

Fragments    The Old Firetruck House at Stanford, 2016 

The Anachronism Collection  The Old Firetruck House at Stanford, 2016 

The Corrosion Collection  Arbor Gardens, Santa Cruz, 2016 

Commissioned Installation  Clark Hall, San Jose State University, 2015-2017 

Commissioned Installation  Governor’s Corner at Stanford, 2012-2016 

Landscapes    The Old Firetruck House at Stanford, 2007-2010 

Commissioned Installation  Jordan Hall, Stanford University, 2004-2005
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